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Hi, my name is Ashley Green. 

I’m not the usual traditional type of mentalist. I use
my intuition to create a psychic-like experience for

my audience. I typically perform at weddings,
corporate events, and private parties. 

Towards the end of February 2020 I quit my day
job to pursue performing full time, and I can

honestly say it's the best, and most rewarding thing
ever. My aim for the future is to be the go-to

entertainer for wedding and corporate
entertainment in my county.

Hi - I'm Aidan!

I'm a mentalist based in the UK and I use an
inventive blend of traditional magic & mentalism
methods alongside genuine psychology. I perform at
private/corporate events and weddings and love
writing and headlining my public stage shows.

At the end of February 2020, I decided to step away
from my full-time job and move into a part-time role
so that I could work on improving my entertainment
business. My big aim for the future is to tour the UK
(and the world) with my own solo stage shows.

WHO ARE WE?

Aidan O'Sullivan

Ashley Green

A COMMENT ABOUT THE FOUNDERS OF
'THE SUCCESSFUL MENTALIST'

Facebook: @AidanTheWizard
Instagram: @Aidan_TheWizard

Facebook: @GreenMindReader
Instagram: @Green_Mind_Reader

http://facebook.com/aidanthewizard
http://instagram.com/aidan_thewizard
http://facebook.com/GreenMindReader
http://instagram.com/green_mind_reader


BEFORE WE GET
STARTED
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The Successful Mentalist Podcast (Weekly podcast available on your
preferred podcast provider)
BONUS Podcast Workbooks and Guides
Weekly Q&A Livestreams (Streaming on both Facebook & Instagram)
Thought Provoking Questions (Check out our Instagram)
The School of The Successful Mentalist (Private Mentorship Programme)
Multiple Online Lectures (Private and Public)
Special Interviews with Incredible Performers (Check the Podcast)
Bonus Video Tips on Facebook (Releasing every Tuesday)

This quote from John F. Kennedy is so true of our industry and by
improving the quality of the entertainment we all share, the greater the
benefits we will all experience within our entertainment businesses.

Here at The Successful Mentalist we are committed to sharing our
knowledge, tips, tricks and strategies that we have learned and applied
within our mentalism careers so that you can do the same.

We are delivering LOTS of FREE CONTENT for you to get hold of and use in
your own entertainment business in a multitude of ways, including:

The best news?

THIS IS JUST THE START!

Connect with us on Socials, Subscribe to the Podcast and send us your
questions. We'll be more than happy to help!

-Aidan & Ashley

WHAT IS 
'THE SUCCESSFUL

MENTALIST'?
“A Rising Tide Lifts All The Boats”



WHAT IS THIS BOOK
EVEN ABOUT?
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Don't worry, we know you're probably sitting there right now thinking
something along the lines of... 

"What is this weird 'virus-book' that TSM have given me?"

I'm sure that you're fully aware, especially if you've been following us for a
while now, that we've both been very busy over the lockdown and have
used the bonus time to our advantage.

We sat thinking the other day about what it is that we've actually achieved
in the last 6 months during the events of the pandemic and we were
surprised by the sheer volume of what we had done!

We hadn't just survived - We had THRIVED.

Now this isn't an eBook designed to boost our ego and make use feel super
special - in fact, it's quite the opposite!

This is a Compendium of Observations, Versatile Ideas and Discussions that
we shared and took action on, as well as advice for you if these ideas are of
interest to you too. (19 in fact!)
 
Did you like the title? It spells out COVID and we have 19 ideas in here!

We thought it was good at least...

Anyways, enough waffle - let's get stuck in with the first big thing!

Enjoy,

-Aidan O'Sullivan & Ashley Green



A SUMMARY OF ALL
19 POINTS
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 Creation of The Successful Mentalist
 The Successful Mentalist Podcast
 Free TSM Content & Bonus Workbooks
 Performing Over 40+ Online Shows
 Lockdown Birthdays
 Performing with Jeff McBride
 Participated in Charity Fundraisers
 Completed 6+ Personal Growth Courses
 Aligned MTP's & Clarity on Goals
 TV Appearances on TRVL Channel & Amazon Prime
 Producing a Mind Reading Special
 Private Coaching Sessions Across The Globe
 Started Training Good Habits
 Rewritten Two Different Stage Shows
 Large Updates Regarding Our Theatre Tour
 Deep Reflections Upon Our Performances
 The School of The Successful Mentalists
 Learning About Each Other
 The BIGGEST Lesson From COVID.

We know that chewing into a big eBook can be quite
daunting, especially if you're unsure about the content, so
we've got each topic bullet pointed so you have an idea on
what we're going to be sharing in this eBook:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
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1) Creation of The
Successful Mentalist
Yup - the creation of TSM was perhaps our biggest
achievement through the pandemic so far.

Although we both knew that we wanted to give back to
the community and share our knowledge and
experiences, we didn't exactly know how or to what
extent until we sat together and discussed our options.

The idea of TSM started with the intention for a
mentorship programme (now called 'The School of The
Successful Mentalists') but we wanted it to be much more. 

We wanted to keep as much of our information open and
accessible for as many people as we can, and that's what
has happened through the free and accessible bonus
projects that we've been putting out there for you.

As soon as we worked out what we wanted to do, we got
to work on bringing TSM from just an idea into an
opportunity for us to create a community with you that is
dedicated to improving the art of magic/mentalism.

It's probably worth noting that once we had our initial
idea, we only gave ourselves 8 days to prepare
everything and launch.

Moral of the story? - GET IT DONE! 

http://thesuccessfulmentalist.com/
http://thesuccessfulmentalist.com/school
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2) The Successful
Mentalist Podcast

Finding Your Purpose in Magic/Mentalism
Transitioning From Magic into Mentalism
How To Choose The Right Tricks
Online Shows
Celebrity Interviews
And MUCH MORE...

Have you been listening to our podcast?

We knew that we wanted to share our information on a
much wider scale than some Social Media posts or via the
exclusive TSMSchool membership.

The podcast was the PERFECT way for us to share our
knowledge on any topic that we felt was important in
easy, bitesize chunks with actionable strategies and tips
that you could take away and think about to receive an
IMMEDIATE benefit to your performances and business.

So far we've covered topics ranging from:

The podcast has reached almost 50 different countries
already and is growing week-by-week which is amazing!

Be sure to SUBSCRIBE so you don't miss an episode!

https://thesuccessfulmentalist.captivate.fm/listen

http://thesuccessfulmentalist.com/
https://thesuccessfulmentalist.captivate.fm/listen
https://thesuccessfulmentalist.captivate.fm/listen
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3) Free TSM Content
and Bonus Workbooks

6 Free PDF Workbooks (Podcast Bonuses)
1 Private Online Lecture for a Magic Club ('The Boring
Mentalism Lecture')
10+ Free Weekly Q&A Livestreams (Sunday's on our
Facebook and Instagram accounts)
Thought-Provoking Questions on Instagram
Bonus Video Tips on Facebook

Okay, maybe there's a little bit of a cheat here...

We know you know about the Podcast and the content
that we're putting out there, but it's hard to ignore the
additional bonus resources that we're putting out there
for you to download straight away!

At this point we are just a few months into TSM and we've
already delivered some amazing content in the form of:

These aren't quick and easy things to prepare and put out
there for you so it is worth mentioning that we put A LOT
of hard work into this content so that you can get the
most out what we have to share.

Although it can be tricky and often time-consuming, we
soon realised that it is enjoyable because we know that
people like yourself will get value from what we have to
share. Think about your end point - it'll really help!

http://thesuccessfulmentalist.com/
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4) Performed over
 40+ Online Shows 
Yup, that's a lot of online shows...

Full Disclosure - Ashley did most of the leg-work to get
these stats so high with his private 'Free Online Mind
Reading Show' for audiences across the globe.

(Yes, that means he did 40+ whereas Aidan has only done
1 show, but of a slightly different nature)

Many industry-leading professionals such as Colin &
Chloe Cloud (Guests on our 8th Episode!) believe that
these online shows are here to stay for a while so just
because you might be coming out of a lockdown
depending on where you are in the world, it doesn't
mean that people don't want to watch your show.

If you've been thinking about doing one but aren't sure
where to start, we dedicated an entire episode of our
podcast to the subject.

We covered the three different types of online shows, our
personal experiences with each (pros and cons) and also
our advice if you're interested in pursuing this
opportunity.

Here's the link to our podcast, Online Shows are Episode
009: https://thesuccessfulmentalist.captivate.fm/listen

http://thesuccessfulmentalist.com/
https://thesuccessfulmentalist.captivate.fm/listen


HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO US!

But how old did we turn?... 

(Check your answers at the bottom of the page!)

Although it was weird celebrating a birthday in the
middle of a global pandemic, it was nice to spend the time
with those around us and appreciate what we have in a
time where many others have very little.
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5) We Both Had
Lockdown Birthdays!

ANSWER TIME:

Aidan is 21 and Ashley is 24.

Were you close? Let us know! 

http://thesuccessfulmentalist.com/


Ashley closed the show for THE Jeff McBride.

The lockdown led to a LOT of Online Shows and streams
featuring most of the worlds leading magicians at some
point and Ashley was invited to perform on several.

In this particular occurrence, Ashley was invited to
perform at not only the SERIES FINALE of an Online Magic
Show series, but to also close the show after both Vegas
legend Jeff McBride and his student Chris Herren as Faust.

How crazy is that!? 

You can watch the episode on YouTube here:
https://youtu.be/StxXMslaj78
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6) Performed with
legend, Jeff McBride

http://thesuccessfulmentalist.com/
https://youtu.be/StxXMslaj78


With the lack of live events, charities took a hit too.

Lots have been able to pivot, just like us entertainers,
towards the online world and adapt to a new way of
working and connecting with our audiences.

Some charities have held private shows and also publicly
streamed shows on social media in which they have
brought acts on to perform for their audience.

Ashley has been on several of these shows and has been
involved with many fundraisers that have raised a
cumulative total of OVER £6,500.

Working with charities is not only an incredibly
rewarding experience as a performer, but it's a truly
fantastic opportunity to raise awareness of the charity
work but also your work as an entertainer.

Have you done any charity work in the past?

Will you in the future?

We both enjoy working with charities as much as we can
because it's a fantastic chance to give back and support
what you truly believe in. If enough people are interested
in learning more, we may even record an episode on it...
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7) Participated in
Charity Fundraisers

http://thesuccessfulmentalist.com/


Speed Reading
Meditation & Altered States of Consciousness
Goal Setting & Peak Performance
Minimum Effective Dose Exercise Training
Boosting Productivity
Leadership & Personal Mastery

If you've listed to an episode of our podcast then it's
highly likely that you're aware that Aidan is incredibly
passionate about Personal Growth.

During the lockdown, Aidan has completed various online
programmes on a range of topics, including:

But it's not stopping there because Aidan is currently
working on 3 other programmes on the subjects of
Networking, Winning Psychology and Deeper Meditation.

If you're interested in any of these topics, drop Aidan a
message on his Social Media or via our email at
TheSuccessfulMentalist@gmail.com

If you are interested in learning more about Personal
Growth, we can both highly recommend looking into the
work of Vishen Lakhiani and Mindvalley. 

Here's the link: mindvalley.com
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8) Completed 6+ 
Online Courses

http://thesuccessfulmentalist.com/
http://gmail.com/
http://mindvalley.com/


This level of clarity is a real game-changer for life.

What is an MTP?

Peter Diamandis, (CEO of the Zero Gravity Corporation)
refers to an MTP as a unique, large aspirational
statement that both inspires and challenges you. It acts as
a foundational purpose for your work/life and gives you
clarity and guidance.

Aidan spent time thinking about his MTP's and is now
crystal clear with 3 in mind, one being the following;

"Redefine the Global Perception of Magic as an Art Form"

Once you have this giant MTP, you can chunk this down
into High Hard Goals and further into Clear Goals that
you can action daily and make progress towards
reaching the MTP.

You can probably see where The Successful Mentalist is
fitting in this bigger picture for Aidan and why it's so
important for TSM to be sharing the best quality
information. Let's all work together to redefine magic.

For more information on this topic, check out the work of
Steven Kotler: stevenkotler.com
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9) Aligned MTP's &
Gained Clarity on Goals

http://thesuccessfulmentalist.com/
http://stevenkotler.com/


And not just TRVL, Ashley hit Amazon Prime too!

Have you ever been nervous about putting content out
onto the internet on YouTube or Social Media? 

DON'T BE!

Perhaps a perfect story as to why you shouldn't be afraid
on putting your content out there because Ashley's work
from a few years back got picked up for a magic TV series
called, "Magic Caught On Camera" on the TRVL Channel.

The footage in question is a PIN reveal sequence that was
filmed in Cambridge in the UK a few years ago and
shared as part of a vlog about the day.

As the producers of the show were looking for acts and
content to air on the show, Ashley received a message
asking for his clip to be used in the TV show!

The series can be found on Amazon Prime in certain
regions but the initial vlog can be found here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JWlSNxg3CbY

REMEMBER - Don't be afraid of putting content out there,
you never know what could happen!
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10) TV Appearance
on the TRVL Channel

http://thesuccessfulmentalist.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JWlSNxg3CbY


Have you watched 'The Mind Reader' yet?

Ashley was hard at work in the early stages of the
lockdown writing, recording and editing together his new
30 minute Mind Reading Special that is available over on
YouTube here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VPVssETP75g

Not only was this an incredibly project to put together but
it has generated enquiries for Ashley purely based on the
existence of the Special - without them even watching it!

This is also a brilliant way of sharing something extra
with your clients so that they know what to expect from
you as well as the kind of material that you do. 

In doing this, it can help your clients to be completely sure
that booking you is the right decision for them at their
event. 

Sometimes you won't be the right fit but at least you'll
have sent them a FREE 30 MINUTE SHOW with no extra
trouble for you as it's pre-loaded content.

It's a lot of work to put something high-quality like this
together but it is a thoroughly rewarding experience.
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11) Produced a 30min
Mind Reading Special

http://thesuccessfulmentalist.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VPVssETP75g


Social Media
Finding Your Character
Finding Your Purpose
Choosing Material
Constructing a Show
Productivity
Flow States & Peak Performance
The 'Hand Stick'
'Which Hand'
Creating Business Cards
Custom Routine Creation

One of the many things that we enjoyed the most is
getting to share our knowledge and experiences in
private coaching calls with other performers,
businesspeople and entrepreneurs across the whole
world.

Here's just an abbreviated list of the extensive volume of
topics that we've delivered private coaching on:

This is such a short list of the topics we have delivered
coaching calls on and now we'd love to work with you.

If you'd like to apply for a coaching session, head over to
thesuccessfulmentalist.com/coaching for more
information and details.
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12) Private Coaching
Sessions Globally

http://thesuccessfulmentalist.com/
http://thesuccessfulmentalist.com/coaching


30Minutes Reading Daily (Average 52 books/year!)
Daily Meditation (Try the 6-Phase Meditation from
Vishen Lakhiani)
Movement or Exercise (Pushups, weight training or
even a simple 40minute walk is enough!)
30Minutes Personal Growth/Study (Focus on what
you're passionate about and grow from there)

Are you living to your full potential?

Robin Sharma approaches daily life in an interesting way
by suggesting that "Your days are your life in miniature."

Because of that, it's SO important to make sure that
you're dialling in and training good habits for your own
personal growth and achievement so that you can
become the best possible version of yourself and achieve
more with the life that you have, regardless of your age.

This is something that we've been working hard to
implement into our own lives in various ways.

Here are some powerful habits that we can suggest you
do some research on and start doing:

If you want any more suggestions or want to discuss this
further, just let us know - we'd love to help!
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13) Started Training 
In Various Good Habits

http://thesuccessfulmentalist.com/


Being able to take a step back and think deeply on
various aspects of your performances can be highly
beneficial - it was for Aidan!

He has spent a large chunk of the time in the UK lockdown
rewriting, rebuilding and reconstructing two brand-new
shows that he will be rolling out across the UK when it is
safe to do so.

Aidan has found a new system, a 'formula' if you like, to
creating his new shows so that the maximum amount of
value can be identified whilst he's performing and even
before he's decided which tricks to do.

All of this information has been documented and we're
both in discussions right now on how is best to share this
with you in due course so keep your eyes peeled.

The shows include a smaller show that is ideal for
Comedy Clubs and small venues with another show being
designed for the big stage in professional theatres.

Keep up to date with Aidan's work on his Social Media
(Facebook or Instagram) or on his mailing list/website:
aidanthewizard.co.uk

But wait... There's more...
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14) Rewritten Two
Different Stage Shows

http://thesuccessfulmentalist.com/
http://facebook.com/aidanthewizard
http://instagram.com/aidan_thewizard
http://aidanthewizard.co.uk/


If you've been following TSM for a while now then 
chances are, you're aware that we've been writing a
show together and we were planning to take it out on the
road across the UK...

Then Coronavirus hit.

Nevertheless, it's given us time to pause, think and reflect
on as many ways that we can to make sure that our show
is going to be THE BEST that it possibly can.

If you've listened to Episode 012 of our podcast (Interview
with Caroline Ravn) then you'll know just how important
it is to find and work with a strong and competent team.

Find the episode:
https://thesuccessfulmentalist.captivate.fm/listen

We took this advice and now we have a complete tech
team with Stage Managers, Musicians, Technicians etc.
that are going to accompany us on tour so that we don't
have to worry about any of that stuff.

Do you want us to perform in your area? Maybe you even
have a venue recommendation for us?

Drop us an email, we'd love to see what we can do!
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15) Large Updates
Regarding Our Tour!

http://thesuccessfulmentalist.com/
https://thesuccessfulmentalist.captivate.fm/listen


It's not just Stage Shows that we've been working
on improving either - we've been relentless across our
complete Close-Up repertoires!

Being able to reflect, consider and break down our
routines and material based on past performing
experience is an ability that we should be using far more
often than most do currently.

It's great to have a working repertoire that's reliable at
gigs but there's something truly sweet about tweaking
and improving your tricks, scripts and presentations.

One of the tools that we've been using to support this is
actually by listening to our own advice on the podcast and
answering the Thought-Provoking Questions on
Instagram!

We're posting a bunch of questions with captions
designed to get you thinking about the topic so that you
can see IMMEDIATE benefits and improvements to your
performances and also your business.

You can't fix what you're unaware of so make sure you
help yourself by checking out our Instagram to bring
consciousness to the deeper levels of your entertainment
business: instagram.com/thesuccessfulmentalist.
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16) Deep Reflections
Upon Our Performances

http://thesuccessfulmentalist.com/
http://instagram.com/thesuccessfulmentalist
http://instagram.com/thesuccessfulmentalist


We mentioned it earlier but we recently opened up
opportunities for performers to join our private
mentorship programme 'The School of The Successful
Mentalists' and the response was PHENOMENAL!

The application process blew our minds because we had a
big goal of how many students we wanted to get but we
hit more than double that target!

Which made the decision-making process so much harder
because we could only take on 6 students (we had to
compromise and choose 7 because we couldn't make the
final cut!)

These students have access to weekly coaching calls and
fortnightly group calls as well as exclusive eBooks,
trainings, podcast bonuses and a sneak-preview of all
projects that we're sharing on TSM.

Don't worry, we know what you're thinking.

We want you to join us too.

The fundamental part of TSMSchool is the growing sense
of community and we're going to be maintaining that as
we grow the group steadily. Keep your eyes peeled for
more information on: thesuccessfulmentalist.com/school
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17) The School of the
Successful Mentalists

http://thesuccessfulmentalist.com/
http://thesuccessfulmentalist.com/school
http://thesuccessfulmentalist.com/school


Probably sounds weird, right?

We've known each other for years and we've set up TSM
and a theatre tour whilst working on a bunch of other
projects in the process too... 

What more could we learn from each other?

The lockdown has given us an opportunity to go deeper
into each others lives and mindsets so that we can work
better based on each other's lifestyles, working styles,
family lives and more.

This was a big-shift for use because we've grown closer
as friends, more efficient as business partners, more
connected as performers and more importantly - easier to
work with and support each other.

How well do you know the people you work with?

Do you know about their family lives? 

The big dreams and goals they have?

Start asking more questions and helping those around
you. Lead with generosity and start supporting those
around you and your life will get so much easier.
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18) We Learned More
About Each Other

http://thesuccessfulmentalist.com/


We've learned a lot.

The coronavirus pandemic has left us all in an interesting
position and we've all had to learn a lot, whether we
have wanted to or not.

As explained throughout this eBook, we've been lucky
enough to learn practical information that we've
implemented into our lives and businesses as well as
theoretical learning to help expand our mindsets and
opinions.

Despite all of that, perhaps the only piece of advice that
TRULY matters is this;

DO WHAT YOU LOVE AND ENJOY THE MOST.

Find what you're passionate about. Understand WHY
you're passionate about it. Then simply DO what you're
passionate about. Don't settle for second best.

Life is far too precious and short to be delaying your
desires and dreams until you can do it 'comfortably'
(whatever that means)

We live in a world where anything is possible. Use that to
your advantage and live your life how you want to live it.
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19) The BIGGEST 
Lesson From COVID

http://thesuccessfulmentalist.com/


COVID-19
IN SUMMARY
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Thank you so much for supporting our work here at The
Successful Mentalist, we say it a lot but we really mean it.

Without your support, we wouldn't be here sharing our
knowledge and doing our part to give back to the
community that has given us so much already.

Across this eBook you've learned business ideas, mindset
shifts, practical knowledge and advice for your business,
performance and whole life as well as exploring the ways
that we've been working when in a global state of crisis.

With that said, if you have any ideas on what else you
would like to see from us, please do get in touch and let us
know via email or on our Social Media.

We have a loose plan for the direction of TSM but we want
to keep that as flexible as possible based on what you'd like
us to prepare and share with you.

Thanks again for supporting our work, we can't wait to
share the rest of our journey with you.

-Aidan & Ashley
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https://thesuccessfulmentalist.captivate.fm/listen

SUBSCRIBE TO OUR PODCAST HERE

THE SCHOOL OF THE SUCCESSFUL MENTALISTS

TheSuccessfulMentalist.com/school

https://thesuccessfulmentalist.captivate.fm/listen
https://thesuccessfulmentalist.captivate.fm/listen
http://thesuccessfulmentalist.com/school

